Protection and Promotion of Multilingualism in the EU

Although it is called the European Union, it is comprised of many different states—from Spain to Latvia—all of which have their own cultural heritage, language, and customs. Increasingly, it has become important to the EU to promote and protect those many diverse cultures and encourage its citizens to expand their linguistic knowledge. Travelling across state borders would become easier; businesses would flourish; people would develop a better understanding of the many diverse cultures that surround them in the EU. Multilingualism has the potential to enhance integration within the EU through this heightened appreciation.

Such multiculturalism in the EU can be seen as existing due to “complex patterns of immigration and invasion dating back centuries” that have “exposed them [Europeans] to different cultures and to people speaking different languages”.[1] Often, the values of these different groups have been “adopted and integrated” into European policies and life. However, it must be acknowledged that there still remains “racism and religious tensions” between different cultural and religious groups within the EU in the postwar world.[2]

Due to the extravagant level of destruction and high cost of war reparations, Europe sought to avoid further conflict by promoting unity between its member states and discouraging nationalism—a fundamental factor responsible for the outbreak of World War II in the first place. In 1945, the main concerns of Europe were “to rebuild war-ravaged economies, to ensure security from one another and from external threats, and to limit the dangers of nationalism”. [3] Maintaining peace throughout Europe was the primary goal and if all of Europe could unite under a common identity, this goal could be maintained with greater success. Part of that identity lies in language, which must also be standardized throughout the EU to further the sense of unity and allow for more effective communication.

In 1958, the Council of Ministers passed a regulation declaring Dutch, French, German, and Italian as the official and working languages of the European Economic Community, seeing as these countries held current positions as member states.[4] This meant that all government documents and addresses were required to be translated into these four languages. However, “language is also the most effective barrier to the development of a true sense of European identity”[5] Those who are not proficient in any of the official languages lose out; there is not as strong of a requirement for minority or other languages to be translated compared to official languages. In this way, multilingualism actually contradicts itself and slightly backfires on the idea of promoting a holistic sense of European identity.

In spite of this counterintuitive element, the Business Platform for Multilingualism was set up by the European Commission in 2009 in an effort to spread multilingualism and raise awareness of linguistic deficiencies within the EU.[6] “Each year, thousands of European companies lose business and miss out on contracts because of poor language skills and knowledge of other cultures”. [7] The Platform would suggest solutions and “audit existing linguistic performance” within businesses, prompt “greater interest in the opportunities offered by multilingualism,” and see “language competence as an element of corporate quality.”[8] Stakeholders from professional associations, trade unions, employer organizations, universities, and vocational education training institutions are brought together to “promote language learning for competitiveness and employability”. [9] Communication in trade and business transactions within the European states as well as with third countries would be more efficiently utilized if a greater number of Europeans were multilingual. More business opportunities would be created due to a broadened clientele population and greater degree of mobility of business people to different areas, potentially around the world. Proficiency in other languages gives one the confidence to travel abroad to the country of origin of that language, and perhaps to other places as well. An improvement in language
skills would help companies to enter new markets “and individuals improve their job prospects at home and abroad”.[10]

In 2007, the European Agenda for Culture sought to promote cultural diversity and dialogue and tried to make culture a part of the EU’s international relations, viewing culture as a “catalyst for creativity and innovation”.[11] Culture can be used as a tool for “enhancing creative encounters and increasing opportunities to produce and exchange cultural goods and services” across European state borders, in turn creating jobs and “injecting innovation and creativity into other sectors such as business and education”.[12] The Lisbon Treaty allows for the free movement of people across state lines to work, spreading and mixing cultures and languages and allowing for the expansion of knowledge of such things by others.[13]

Consequently, this mixing of cultures could pose a threat to some citizens who are extremely nationalistic. The preservation of language “has been at the heart of many struggles by minorities to assert their separate identity”. [14] By integrating a second language into a culture or asserting another language as the “official” language, it threatens the native tongue and thus, the identity and cultural history of the people. After all, “language generally plays a central role in determining the character of national identity”. [15] Will the society and its customs discontinue due to another language taking over? Furthermore, language is a crucial method of communication. If a native tongue becomes marginalized, the people who speak it do as well. In addition, the rising prevalence of English within the EU causes many of its citizens to feel threatened; in the EU-27, English is taught to “nearly 85 percent of pupils” and is increasingly taught around the globe.[16]

The policy area of multilingualism is not supposed to threaten EU member states, but is meant to make the citizens of Europe more connected by promoting the learning of other languages outside of one’s native country. “Multilingualism is simply the view that each language spoken in the community ought to enjoy the same public recognition,” so that no one language is favored over the other and citizens of the EU can enjoy a feeling of inclusivity.[17] What’s more, being monolingual limits one’s opportunities and interactions abroad and within the EU.

Therefore, multilingualism is encouraged within the EU through various policies and regulations. “Language policy issues are especially important with regard to education, as multilingual education could be viewed as a democratic tool safeguarding active citizen participation in an intergovernmental forum”. [18] The EU may be more democratic if citizens knew multiple languages, allowing for increased participation in public affairs and an increased awareness of issues present in neighboring countries.

“A democratic linguistic foundation is of paramount importance in EU integration processes in order to ensure a democratic union.” A mere 44 percent of Europeans “claim to be able to hold a conversation in a foreign language”. [19] Such a language deficiency “is cause for concern for the European Commission, which targeted multilingualism as a priority for EU states at a summit in March 2002”. [20] Maintaining the individual languages of each European state is of importance in prolonging that culture and in including every language in EU politics. Traveling would be easier and less daunting, and people would be able to experience life in other countries from a different perspective and gain a better understanding of others’ cultures. This would possibly make them feel more unified, more “European.” There still remains an imbalance with regards to linguistic equality. “The linguistic resources of minorities are made invisible and consequently marginalized” while “official and working” languages are required during the translation of political documents.[21] The term “minority language” does not refer to little-known languages, but rather “those existing as mother tongues among sizeable population within the member states, but which are not the official languages of those particular member states.” Examples of these would include Frisian, Basque, Welsh, and Catalan.[22] Even with a significant number of people speaking these languages, they sit on the outskirts of what is considered to be an official language and do not necessarily gain national recognition within the EU.

Hence, the policy area of multilingualism was established and applied to “protect and promote minority languages and linguistic diversity” by maintaining that everyone should learn two new languages in addition to their current language.[23] Because the EU is so multicultural, multilingual employees in the corporate world are important
assets to have; they can communicate with more business partners and expand their customer base to include more people. Creative resources can be more widely shared and collaboration among a wider variety of countries could be more likely, spawning new innovations in technology, industry, and business. Workers would more readily and freely move between countries for employment, bringing new ideas to the table and spreading their knowledge, making for a richer and more colourful European society. Through such benefits, the EU may become more integrated as a whole, its citizens of different countries interacting more and more with one another.

Schooling will play a vital role in creating a multilingual European society.

“Based on a three-language model, it is possible to sustain a secure ethnic identity or identities via teaching through the mother tongue(s), as well as by acquiring at least one lingua franca and additional languages through carefully planned and well-organized multilingual education”.[24]

English is now widely taught in schools as a second language and the EU has set up an “educational exchange” program called Erasmus.[25] This program “has allowed students and faculty to study and work in universities outside their home countries” and “has encouraged cooperation between European institutions of higher education”. [26]

Through this experience, people of one country have the opportunity to see what life is like in another country, allowing them the chance to enhance their appreciation of countries other than their own. This would aid in solidifying the feeling of inclusion and gratitude of living in the EU, while also giving them the chance to pick up an additional language. Ties could be built between persons of different cultures and societies, interracial marriages performed, permanent residence taken up. The learning exchange program could be very eye opening, much like study abroad programs for college students.

Multilingualism makes the transition from one country to another that much easier; the ability to talk to locals makes one feel more incorporated into the society and is a useful skill for navigating a new setting.

“Monolingualism not only discourages migration but also poses a handicap to multinational businesses by making it more difficult to build exports, and stands as a potent reminder to Europeans of their differences, making it more difficult to understand the way other European societies think and work”. [27]

Hence the formation of the Business Platform for Multiculturalism and the encouragement of students and citizens to pick up an additional language or two other than their mother tongue. Due to the enforcement of policies and the implementations of such programs as Erasmus and Socrates Phase II,

“Language training has improved, with almost all secondary school pupils in the EU now required to learn at least one foreign language, and more states requiring two languages”. [28]

Functional spillover, where cooperation in one issue area functionally creates pressure for cooperation in another related area, can be seen in multilingualism policies.[29] Changes and effects on business plans, trade, education, culture, politics, and social life in general can be seen as a result of the influence of multilingual policies and programs.

However, language policy is not an overarching EU policy, but is “the responsibility of the member states” and varies across borders.[30] Therefore, “the EU has very limited influence in this area as the content of educational systems is the responsibility of individual member states”. [31] Educational standards and learning requirements for students vary from state to state; the languages taught are bound to be different and some systems only ask that a student learn one extra language instead of two. Despite this fact, “a number of EU funding programs actively promote language learning and linguistic diversity,” providing some cohesion and a united effort across all of Europe to promote language learning.[32] “Every country of the European Union” has some institutions that “coordinate, advise and help develop policies concerning their official language or languages,” making multilingualism not only a statewide issue, but also an EU-wide issue.[33]
Programs at the EU level help contribute to the spread of multilingualism within states and provide a growing awareness of just how important language learning is. The goal of the Socrates Phase II program, passed by the European Parliament in 2000, is to

“promote a Europe of knowledge and encourage lifelong education through learning foreign languages, encouraging mobility, promoting cooperation at the European level, opening up methods of access to education and increasing the use of new technologies in the field of education.”[34]

Socrates Phase II was supposed to be implemented through eight measures, one of which is called “Lingua,” or “language learning”.[35] The main concern of the Lingua program is “promote targeted learning and teaching of languages” by gathering teachers and students from both informal and formal institutions to motivate and inform “European citizens about language learning” for the purposes that were previously stated.[36]

Another piece of legislation is the European Year of Languages, passed in 2001, which sought to “use an awareness and education policy to encourage people of the European Union to learn several foreign languages.”[37] This goes along the same lines as Socrates Phase II, raising “awareness of the wealth of linguistic diversity within the European Union and of its value in terms of civilization and culture”. [38] If more people are aware of the benefits of being multilingual and if language learning is promoted throughout all European schools, new possibilities would abound for its citizens and corporations. “Translation and interpretation, language teaching . . . is one of the fastest growing areas of the economy”. [39]

Other similar legislation dates all the way back to 1982, when the European Community set up the Bureau for Lesser Used Languages in Dublin, Ireland, to distribute “funds to ‘worthy’ cultural and educational projects that promote the development and retention of minority and regional languages”. [40] Keeping language diversity alive is important for preventing marginalization and for representing the history of a people.

The European Charter for Regional Languages was established in 1992 to help with the equalization of languages. Although

“10 percent of all EU citizens speak regional or minority languages, they still receive substantially less financial support, proportionally, than those fortunate enough to speak an official language, who can take advantage of a plethora of programs”. [41]

The charter began “a system of relationships between signatory countries and their constituent linguistic minorities,” that would provide access to education, public services, media, economic and social life, and cultural activities for minority speakers.[42] However, France refused to sign the charter, stating that “they would not acknowledge the presence of minority languages”, and it was left up to each individual member state to determine the “degree of protection the charter provides,” so nothing was firmly enforced.[43] This legislation was not Community law, but an intergovernmental agreement and held no real sway over protecting minority languages or promoting multilingualism. [44]

In 1996, the European Year of Lifelong Learning and the European Commission’s Green Paper made it onto the political scene. The objective of the European Year of Lifelong Learning was “to make the European public aware of the importance of lifelong learning, to foster better cooperation between education and training structures,” and “to stress contributions made by education and training to the equality of opportunities”. [45] The Green Paper “concluded that learning at least two community languages was essential if European Union citizens were to benefit fully from the opportunities offered by the single market”. [46]

Regarding further legal and treaty aspects of multilingualism, “Article 290 of the Treaty [Maastricht] offers protection by prohibiting discrimination based upon language”. [47] This is slightly contradictory to the EU’s establishment of official languages, which gives the impression that a linguistic–and thus, cultural–hierarchy exists. “The rhetoric of the equality of EU languages dovetails with the reality of some languages being more equal than others”. [48] Some kind of policy for better maintaining this ideal equality would need to be
However, “all EU languages are to be treated on an equal basis with respect to publication of official EU documents” and citizens have the right to “communicate with institutions in an EU language of their choice”. Everyone of every language is capable of reading EU publications since they are made available in whichever language a country desires, theoretically leading to a more informed citizen body, but only if everyone takes an interest in EU matters in addition to their own national problems. Usually, though, citizens tend to pay little attention to European politics and favor their own country instead, which is counterproductive to the goal of obtaining a population who labels itself as “European” first and their specific nationality second. This support for numerous official languages depicts just how “complex and at times contradictory” the EU can be in “trying to project and develop” their ideal “European” identity.

In the case of the policy area of multilingualism, integration would mean encouraging people to appreciate the many states that make up the EU, through learning different languages. Mobility would increase, groups that were once unable to interact could now do so, ideas could be shared, and a better understanding of other people would follow from an increase in multilingual citizens. Enhanced communication and knowledge in the EU would bring every member state a little closer together, helping people to see that they are all European.

Multilingualism within the EU does not come without its challenges, however. The declaration of “official” versus “minority” languages creates a sense of inequality among people and may further animosities between certain cultures. Recognizing national languages while simultaneously supporting regional languages “puts the EU in the dangerous and volatile position of not only taking away sovereignty from above, but facilitating the regions to slice it away from below”. Despite this, “linguistic standardization may be necessary to prevent communication from becoming excessively costly, complicated, or outright impossible”. It can also provide such benefits as “increased trade, enhanced economic cooperation and improved communication”. Still, multilingual societies face other problems such as “promotion or suppression of languages, political and economic impact of such policies and their fairness”.

Citizens whose language ends up being suppressed become disenfranchised while those who speak languages that are then declared “official” obtain an advantage. Therefore, the EU must proceed with care in pursuing multilingualism, making sure every language is treated with equal respect. Those “prevented from communicating in the language of their choice may be unwilling or unable to fully participate in the political process” and thus will have less influence over EU policies as their voices will not be heard.

The promotion of multilingualism is a tricky area, but “language skills are essential for equality and integration,” especially in today’s world of “increasing mobility, globalization of the economy . . . the need to learn languages and develop plurilingual and intercultural education”. People will be better able to communicate, travel, and understand each other by widening their linguistic knowledge. “Only eight percent of Europeans consider language learning unimportant,” which means that the language policies have a greater chance of being effective and more people would be willing to work toward a more multilingual society.

Policies do not come without winners and losers. People who are fluent in “official” languages and do business abroad would benefit from this policy; multilingualism would help boost their business by drawing in more people and the official languages of the EU are more prevalent in political matters than other regional languages. The European Court of Justice uses French as its main language, so those who can understand French profit here. The trade sector would also win out because of the ability to trade between more countries; since communication between different countries would be clearer, the doors to trade would open wider. Additionally, the EU as a whole would gain an advantage from multilingualism; a sense of unity would further integrate member states and citizens would be one step closer to labeling themselves as “European.”

On the other hand, minority language speakers and those who are monolingual would suffer. They would see inequality and decreased opportunities to interact in social and political affairs, unlike the official language speakers. Monolingual speakers may feel isolated and would not as readily travel abroad as would a bilingual or
multilingual person. Very nationalistic people may also feel that their native identity is threatened if the EU pushes a foreign language-learning requirement on them.

However, citizens must realize that to be a part of the EU means to give up some sense of identity with one’s own country in favor of a broader identity of what it means to be “European.” State governments give up some of their decision-making power in place of pooled sovereignty under the EU. Through learning other languages, one’s mind is opened to the broader possibilities and values that foreign languages bring; they should not feel that it infringes upon their heritage.

“Fostering language learning enhances communication among EU citizens. It promotes intercultural understanding. It offers great personal and professional opportunities and real access to the rights conferred by European citizenship, in particular the right to live and work anywhere in the EU”.[58]

Multilingualism may promote unity, but “viewed holistically, the EU is comprised of cultural and linguistic minorities, so there is no one national (or pan-national) people, culture or language, and there can never be one”. [59] The best the EU can do is promote the understanding and learning of other people and their languages in the hopes of forging harmony between its people. After all, the EU was established to keep the peace in Europe, but nothing exists without its complications.
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